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Program Overview 
In 2011, after 10 years of building and growing a thriving yoga community, 
Easton Yoga launched their very own Yoga School with a 200-hour Teacher 
Training Program. In 2020 Easton Yoga School will commence it’s 5th Teacher 
Training and Mentorship Program and our 20th year as a center for healthy 
living in the Lehigh Valley. Our program is designed for students who are ready 
to take their personal practice to the next level, while at the same time, learning 
how to become competent yoga teachers. It is an opportunity to delve further 
into the foundations of Hatha Yoga (including asanas, pranayama, mantra and 
meditation) while learning the creative art of intelligent sequencing for Vinyasa 
Flow Yoga, proper alignment and effective, safe adjustments, both verbal and 
hands-on. Yoga is a whole body experience so Easton Yoga places a strong 
emphasis on healthy nutrition through it’s Holistic Nutrition component.

Unique to the Easton Yoga School is the mentorship aspect of the teacher 
training, the only yoga school in the Lehigh Valley to offer this invaluable 
opportunity. Each post-graduate is given an opportunity to teach one 
community class per month to utilize the skills they have learned in yoga 
school. These classes are observed by qualified instructors and valuable 
feedback and growth opportunities are provided, all at no additional cost to the 
new teacher.

Alicia Rambo-Wozniak (Easton Yoga, Director) invites you to join her and the 
nationally recognized team of teachers, on an exciting journey inward, full of 
exploration, play, journaling, and self-discovery! With almost 15 years of 
teaching experience, Alicia will guide you as you search for your inner teacher 
and bring your voice fully into the light to share with others. Learn the critical 
skills and develop your knowledge in a safe space gaining the confidence to 
teach. The Yoga School program includes special sessions with nationally 
recognized teachers: Sean Johnson (Mantra and Bhakti Yoga), and Jamie 
Elmer (Anatomy) as well as working with local instructors in focused 
workshops.

Completion of all course requirements and assignments will develop a strong 
foundation in the fundamentals of teaching hatha/vinyasa yoga. 
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Program Particulars 
WHERE:  
Easton Yoga, 524 Northampton Street, Easton, PA 18042

WHEN:  
April- October 2020.  
Exact dates included at the end of this application *program commitment is 2 full 
weekends per month of clinic/classroom hours, additional weekends for guest 
teachers, 3 class observations per month, 1 mentor meeting with your group per 
month, regular class participation and and homework hours.

COST:  
 
$2350 if paid in full before Jan 30, 2020  
$2550 if paid in full before March 1, 2020  
$2750 thereafter and for all payment plans  
 
*There is a $25 non-refundable Application Fee, that will be applied to cost of the 
training if you are accepted, if you are not accepted the deposit will be placed on your 
account at Easton Yoga for a future training or workshop.  All accepted applicants 
must submit a $200 non-refundable Commitment Deposit upon acceptance to ensure 
their space regardless of payment plan option. 
 
Payment plans available, see payment plan page. 

APPLICATION DEADLINE: All applications must be received by March 31, 2020. 
Spaces are limited. The earlier you apply the better. You will be notified via email 
when your application has been approved, usually within one week of submitting your 
application. (PLEASE NOTE: Application fee must be paid within 3 days of submitting 
your application, payment info below)

HOW TO APPLY: Submit the online application  
and send application fee ($25 check)  
At this time the Application fee can be paid in cash or check only! 

Easton Yoga
524 Northampton Street 

Easton, PA 18042
All return checks are subject to a $30 return check fee
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Course Outline 
Daily Yoga Practice
Led by the program facilitators , these classes are integrated into most weekends of the 
training.  The topics and postures covered during this practice will be integrated into 
each Yoga Posture Clinic in the afternoon. In addition trainees enrolled in the program 
are required to keep up a home practice as well as attend classes a minimum of 3 
classes per week at Easton Yoga (cost of classes is included in tuition).

Breath-work/Pranayama & Pranic Body Seminars
Breath-work is the center point of hatha-vinyasa yoga.  Over the eight month training 
program students will explore several forms of breath awareness as it relates to asana, 
meditation and a yogic lifestyle.

Yoga Posture/Asana Clinics
Building from the postures covered in the morning practices, these clinics will develop a 
core understanding of a wide array of traditional postures, how to cue students, healthy 
alignment and modifications. Points of focus will include entry, stasis and exit to and 
from poses using both verbal and non-verbal cueing.

Teaching Methodology
Learn the art of successful teaching! Build confidence and create a sense of comfort 
through the exploration of teaching techniques including voice projection, effective 
cueing, and pantomime to convey information.  

Practice Teaching
From teaching beginners to those with more experience, trainees will get real-class 
feedback both during the training year and through a variety of teaching opportunities 
during the mentoring year of this training. During the mentoring year each trainee will 
organize, promote and teach a short series of donation classes at Easton Yoga or at an 
off-site location.

Mantra/Bhakti Yoga Immersion
A full weekend immersion into the practice of Bhakti Yoga with recording artist and yoga 
teacher, Sean Johnson (www.seanjohnsonandthewi ld lo tusband.com & 
www.wildlotusyoga.com)  In addition there will be several Bhakti components throughout 
the training. 
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Bhakti (continued)

“Bhakti Yoga is the passionate yoga of the heart, the yoga of devotion, of channeling our 
emotional energy into our connection with spirit. In Bhakti yoga, practitioners are 
encouraged to experience a deep, heart-felt relationship with the divine in all things, and 
to let this spiritual relationship inform interactions with all creatures.” Sean Johnson.

Structural and Applied Anatomy Immersion
The two anatomy immersions with Jaime Elmer set this training apart from others.  
Jamie’s approach to anatomy is practical and indispensable for teachers of yoga asana.   
In these immersions Jamie will thoroughly explain the anatomy of movement in direct 
relation to yoga postures and will also help the trainees to see and understand people’s 
bodies in new ways that will be applicable in every yoga class and as a vital tool in 
preparation for teaching yoga classes. Her descriptions of the body and movement are 
practical and easy to comprehend. The curriculum for this teacher training segment 
encompasses: muscular anatomy as applied to yoga postures, a deeper knowledge of 
skeletal anatomy, how to “see” bodies, asana application for "real" bodies, common 
injuries, their causes and remedies, asana practices which emphasize stability and 
fluidity in the body.

Holistic Nutrition 
Yoga is about achieving balance in your life; it is so much more than practicing asanas on 
your mat. One off-the-mat component of yoga that is essential for balance is nutrition. A 
holistic approach to nutrition examines the quality and purity of the food you eat. In this 
seminar, you will learn how to amp up your nutrition with fresh food. Learn how to 
incorporate more vegetables, whole grains, fruit, and lean proteins into your everyday 
life. Find out about the foods that are most important to eat organic and discover the 
reasoning for eating local food.  Learn how a detox can initiate a transition to a healthier 
lifestyle. You will witness an amazing transformation when you nourish yourself with 
quality food. In addition there will be an overview of the cleansing kriyas; techniques used 
to purify the body and mind which ultimately open the pathways of the body, the nadis, 
the energy body, the mind, and the heart.

Philosophy and History of Yoga
Study and exploration of the roots and lineage of yogic practices will deepen our 
understanding of where yoga is today. We will examine both the history and philosophy 
of yoga through independent reading, group lecture and informal discussions.  Honoring 
the lineage of yoga teachers and the ancient mythology and methodologies of asana, 
trainees will be able to honor the meaning of yoga ‘practice’ and confidently be able to 
share this knowledge in their yoga classes.
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Yoga Sutra Studies

Study of the Yamas (moral conduct), Niyamas (observances), Asanas (postures) 
Pranayama (breath control),  Pratyahara (withdrawal of the senses from external 
objects), Dharana (concentration), Dhyana (meditation) and Samadhi (transcendence).  
Over the course of the training we will read and discuss the Sutras and Commentaries on 
the Sutras, and where appropriate, we will apply the principles in practice through 
everyday life.

Presentations
Each trainee will be required to give several short (10-12 minutes) presentations during 
the training.  Presentation topics will be provided, though trainees can choose to present 
a topic, with teacher approval, that could benefit the group. This is an opportunity to put 
public speaking skills into practice in a setting that is more comfortable and varied than a 
standard yoga class.

Journaling
Document the physical, spiritual and emotional journey that students experience 
throughout the training. Journaling is an opportunity to slow the mind and work through 
the challenges and excitement that arise in such an intensive training. J o u r n a l i n g 
also helps students to assimilate the vast amount of learning that is taking place daily. In 
this way lessons can be carried from the mat and back into day-to-day life.  The 
journaling will begin with brief entries inspired by the required reading materials and 
expand throughout the training. Journal entries may include outside readings, poetry, 
artwork, etc.

Mentorship
Unique to the Easton Yoga School is the mentorship aspect to the teacher training, the 
only yoga school in the Lehigh Valley to offer this invaluable opportunity. Each graduate 
is given an opportunity to teach one community class per month post-graduation to utilize 
the skills they have learned in yoga school. These classes are observed by qualified 
instructors and valuable feedback and growth opportunities are provided, all at no 
additional cost to the new teacher. "Guidance and support to enrich your yoga journey....” 
Mentoring is a modern word that describes an essential part of the tradition of yoga 
throughout history. It is considered important in many professions throughout the world 
today. Easton Yoga recognizes and encourages the importance of mentoring, both being 
a mentor and being mentored, at all levels of training and teaching in yoga.

Kundalini

Kundalini is an energetic and dynamic branch of the yogi family tree. In this one day 
immersion you will explore the combination of breathing, movements and mantra’s that 
make up the unique kriyas that are the pranic builders of kundalini! 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Teaching Faculty
Alicia Rambo 
Senior Teacher/Mentor/Owner

Having taught vinyasa, prenatal and restorative yoga for almost 
14 years, Alicia’s classes are educational and insightful, yet 
playful. She has been the creative director at Easton Yoga for 
over 10 years helping to diversify the programs and work with 
nationally renown and regionally respected teachers to further 
enhance the yoga practice for both experienced and beginner 
teachers.

Backed by her years of yoga practice and self study, she 
embodies a peaceful and intuitive teaching style. She embraces 
qualities such as trust, self-love  and care, creating a well-spring 
with which to develop a strong and   life embracing practice on 
the yoga mat or out in the world.  When it comes to teaching 
others, Alicia’s foremost goal is the give each new teacher a 
direct pathway to their inner voice and wisdom, so that they may 

draw from a deeply authentic place as they start this journey. 

In addition to her yoga studies she is a Certified Holistic Nutritionist through The Institute 
for Integrative Nutrition and loves to teach cooking classes, guide private clients and 
nutrition workshops to groups at the studio and corporate settings.  Alicia believes that 
the balance between healthy movement and healthy eating is the best health care we 
can provide for ourselves.
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Jamie Elmer taught her Vinyasa-based flow classes and 
workshops for six years at Exhale, Center for Sacred 
Movement in Venice, California, and is one of the most 
respected and popular teachers in the Los Angeles area. As 
a child Jamie discovered what made her most happy: 
movement. Years later, after finishing a degree from 
CalArts, she began dancing professionally with the 
renowned LA based, Helios Dance Theater. A back injury 
led her deeper in to her yoga practice and inspired her to 
simultaneously become certified in Pilate’s and complete 

yoga Teacher Training with Max Strom in 2001.  
 
Today, Jamie Elmer teaches Applied Anatomy for Yoga in Max's 200-hour teacher 
trainings as well as leads her own teacher training courses nationally. Jamie is also 
certified in Sherry Brourman's work as a Brourman Gait Therapy Practitioner. Visit 
Jamie’s website at www.movementtherapyco.com/

Jamie Elmer: Anatomy/Teaching Technique



 

New Orleans mantra musician and owner of Wild Lotus 
Yoga, Sean Johnson is celebrated as one of the most 
exciting and musically dynamic kirtan artists in the west. 
Sean is a founding member of Sean Johnson and the 
Wild Lotus Band which evocatively blends ancient 
eastern mantras with western musical taste, passionate 
vocals, funky grooves, and dreamy melodies. Their 
innovative approach to chant music transcends genres—
shades of rock, jazz, funk, choral, Indian, Irish, Middle 
Eastern, and folk styles merge effortlessly with the magic 

of the mantras.  They are the first kirtan artists to ever be invited to play The New Orleans 
Jazz Festival. Listen to their music at  http://seanjohnsonkirtan.com.

Sean has been teaching teachers how to bring Bhakti Yoga, the yoga of the heart, to 
teachers and musicians alike for many years internationally and here in the United States 
for several years.  He is unquestionably a  thoughtful, supportive and brilliant teacher.  
During the bhakti weekend their will be mini-immersions into story, dance, singing and 
even playing the harmonium! 

Sean Johnson: Bhakti Yoga/Chanting/Philosophy
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Sue Pappas
Teaching Yoga for 55 
and Better / Seniors

Additional Teaching Faculty 

Danny Marshall
Yoga for Beginners

Jo Grotzinger
Adaptive yoga for 

bigger bodies

Meg Green
Introduction to 
Kundalini Yoga 

….and more!

http://seanjohnsonkirtan.com
http://seanjohnsonkirtan.com


Frequently Asked Questions 
How do I apply?  

All applicants must fill out the ONLINE Application (here) and submit the $25* non-refundable 
application fee at the studio, by check (Easton Yoga, 524 Northampton Street, Easton, PA 
18042).  *This fee will be applied to the non-refundable $225 deposit due upon acceptance into 
the teacher training. If applicant is not accepted into the program, their application fee will be 
applied as studio credit towards a future teacher training or workshop at Easton Yoga. 

How many people will be accepted to the training? 
We limit the size of the training to about 20 students so that there can be ample room for 
everyone while still having a large enough group to create a cohesive community. If you are very 
interested in the course apply early to ensure there is space available.

What is the monetary investment? 
Early Registration $2350 if paid in full before Jan 30, 2020. 
$2550 if paid in full by March 1, 2020. 
$2750  thereafter and for all payment plans (see below). 

What is included in the tuition? 
The tuition covers all of the instruction, guidance and support during  the training and an 
unlimited yoga pass for all open/daily classes at Easton Yoga.  All reading and presentation 
materials are additional and the the responsibility of the trainees. Some materials may be 
available for purchase at Easton Yoga, and all trainees are eligible for a 20% discount at Easton 
Yoga for materials in stock. 

Is there a payment plan for Tuition? 
We understand that there is both a personal and financial commitment to your participation in 
this program.  In order to help you plan out your payments, Easton Yoga has a payment plan 
option for tuition.  Please read the form attached to this application packet carefully for payment 
plan details. Payment Plans are only applicable to the full tuition cost of $2750.

Where do I stay? 
Each participant arranges their own accommodations prior to the start of the training course. 
Inquire about hotels info@eastonyoga.com. There is limited opportunity for housing within our 
yoga community, contact the studio.

What is a sample day like? 
Below is a basic day’s schedule.  Times may vary slightly during guest teacher sessions: Fridays 
6-9pm Lecture and Clinics, Saturdays 7-10am Class, 12-5pm Lecture and clinics, Sundays 
8-12pm Class, 1-5pm Lecture and clinics 

When will I find out if I am accepted? 
We accept applications on a rolling acceptance. Therefore applications received  earlier will be 
responded to earlier. You can expect to hear a decision a week after your application is received.
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Pre-Requisites 
An understanding that this is an intensive program, and as such requires a firm 
commitment to hard work and enthusiastic participation. Please note that you 
are required to attend ALL of the training sessions.  In the event that a student 
in the EY-YTT program is absent from any session, partial or in full, they will not 
be given a certificate of completion for this training.  Easton Yoga reserves the 
right to accept or deny additional semi-private or private hours (at the student’s 
full expense) in lieu of training session time missed.

Applicants must have a consistent yoga practice of at least one year. 

A good level of physical health.

Each trainee is required to participate actively in a non-judgmental and non-
competitive environment.

Each trainee must be in agreement that this training is not about physical 
practice alone, but one that also entails an exploration of the mental and 
spiritual foundations of yoga.

Each trainee is required to have an understanding that the financial 
commitments are as much a part of the training as anything else, and by signing 
the application and making the commitment deposit are agreeing to all 
payments and refund policies of Easton Yoga.

Fill out and complete the application in full and return to Easton Yoga with the 
$25 application fee.

After Application is approved and $200 non-refundable commitment fee  is 
submitted, all trainees must complete the required reading and start a journal on 
those readings. The reading packet and course overview will be sent to you 
after your application is accepted.

Each trainee should have the ability to not take themselves too seriously.
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Application Questions 
Please note this is a sample of the questions from the ONLINE APPLICATION.  ALL 
applications must be formally filled out online. Thank you!

Name: 
Address: 
Phone Number: 
Email Address:
Date of Birth: 
Emergency Contact:

1. How long have you been practicing? 

2. Do you plan on teaching after completing this YTT program? If so are you 
looking to teach part-time or full-time? Where are you hoping to teach?

3. Who have you studied with (please list all classes, workshops, intensives and 
other trainings)? Who is your main teacher now?

4. Why do you want to participate in this particular YTT program? And why at this 
point in your life?

5. What brought you to yoga in the first place? 

6. How has your practice changed since your first class?

7. In the end we can only teach what we have experienced. Please describe one 
of your more powerful yoga "lightbulb or aha moments" where something just 
finally clicked for you in your personal practice.

8. What is your favorite pose? Least favorite pose. Why?

9. What inherent qualities or personality traits do you already possess that you 
think will make you a good yoga teacher?

10.What previous training do you have that could help with becoming a teacher?

11.What areas do you think you will need extra support as you transition to 
becoming a yoga teacher? public speaking, sequencing, adjustments, 
philosophy, etc

12.What is your most positive character trait? 

13.What is your favorite memory?
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14.What has been the most challenging thing you have faced in your life, and what 
do you think the big lesson is for you in that challenge?

15.Please list any meditation, pranayama or philosophy experience. Workshops, 
classes, self study, etc. 

16.What are you most excited to study in this training, and why? 

17. Do you have any physical limitations that could affect your participation in this 
teacher training? If so, do you know how to modify the postures in the series to 
be safe and mindful with these "limitations”?

~Thank you for taking the time to complete the application 
thoughtfully and honestly. After submitting the application online 
with your $25 application fee, you can expect to hear back from us 
within a week!  
 
Namaste. 

   Alicia 
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Yoga School Tuition  

Investments: 
$2350 before January 30, 2020, paid in full 
$2550 before March 1, 2020, paid in full 
$2750 received after March 1, 2020,  

paid in full or use payment plan schedule below. 
$2750 all Payment plans 

Payment Plan Schedule:     $2700 
 Application  & Commitment Deposit:   $225* 
 1st Payment before April 1,  2020   $525 

2nd Payment  before May 1,  2020   $525 
 3rd Payment before June 1,  2020   $525 

4th Payment before July  1,  2020   $525 
 Final Payment before August 1,  2020  $425 

*Application  deposit due at time of application. Commitment fee deposit due at acceptance into the 
program. 

Payments are required to be cash or check only and  RECEIVED ON TIME.  All returned checks will be 
subject to a $30 returned check processing fee. 

* Cancellations before March 1st will receive full refund minus the $225 nonrefundable deposit**  and a 
$50 processing fee. All enrollments cancelled after March 1st will receive studio credit/no refund/ partial 
refund at the discretion of Easton Yoga.**$225 Application and Commitment deposit will be returned as 
studio credit only, no exceptions. 
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Weekend Time Requirements 
Fri Apr 17, 2020 6pm - 9pm   
Sat Apr 18, 2020 7am - 5pm       
Sun Apr 19, 2020 8am - 5pm   
     
Fri May 1, 2020 6pm - 9pm   
Sat May 2, 2020 7am - 5pm   
Sun May 3, 2020 8am - 5pm 

Fri May 15, 2020 6pm - 9pm   
Sat May 16, 2020 7am - 5pm   
Sun May 17, 2020 8am - 5pm   

Fri June 5, 2020 6pm - 9pm  
Sat June 6, 2020 7am - 5pm   
Sun June 7, 2020 8am - 5pm   

Fri Jun 26, 2020 6pm - 9pm   
Sat Jun 27, 2020 7am - 5pm   
Sun Jun 28, 2020 8am - 5pm   
     
Fri  July 10,  2020 6pm - 9pm   
Sat July  11, 2020 7am - 5pm   
Sun July 12,  2020 8am - 5pm  

Fri July 24, 2020 6pm - 9pm   
Sat July  25, 2020 7am - 5pm   
Sun July 26,  2020 8am - 5pm   

Fri Aug 7, 2020 6pm - 9pm  
Sat Aug 7, 2020 7am - 5pm   
Sun Aug 9, 2020 8am - 5pm   
     
Fri Aug 21, 2020 6pm - 9pm   
Sat Aug 22 , 2020 7am - 5pm   
Sun Aug 23, 2020 8am - 5pm   
     
Fri Sept  11, 2020 6pm - 9pm    
Sat Sept 12, 2020 7am - 5pm 
Sun Sept 13, 2020 8am - 5pm  

Fri Sept 25, 6pm - 9pm 
Sat Sept 26, 7am - 5pm 
Sun Sept 27, 8am - 5pm  Graduation ! 

*please not there will be additional required training times to meet in smaller groups once per 
week during the training. 
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